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1. Jared Johnson, baritone
Carol Hotrum, piano
Let Beauty Awake, from Songs of Travel (1904), by Ralph 		
Vaughan Williams (1872-1958)
2. Curtis Thompson, guitar
Recuerdos de la Alhambra (1896) by Francisco Tárrega		
(1852-1909)
3. Julian Sutherland, saxophone
David Campbell, piano
Concertino da camera (1935) by Jacques Ibert (1890-1962)
4. Emily Martin, soprano
David Campbell, piano
Giunse alfin il momento … Deh, vieni non tardar, from Le 		
Nozze de Figaro (The Marriage of Figaro,
1786), by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756-1791)
5. Katie Morgan, mezzo-soprano
David Campbell, piano
Va! Laisse couler mes Larmes, from Werther (1887), by Jules 		
Massenet (1842-1912)
6. Janessa Funk, piano
Danza del Gaucho Matrero, from Danzas Argentinas (1937), 		
by Alberto Ginastera (1916-1983)
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7. Kimberley Fullerton, clarinet
Sonatina for Solo Clarinet, Op. 27 (1957) by Miklós Rózsa 		
(1907-1995)
8. Tiffany Nielsen, soprano
Carol Hotrum, piano
Addio, del passato, from La Traviata (1853), by Giuseppe 		
Verdi (1813-1901)
9. Sarah Kim, piano
Preambulum from Partita in G major (1730), by J. S. Bach 		
(1685-1750)
10. Drew Sutherland, trombone
David Campbell, piano
Morceau symphonique by Alexandre Guilmant (1837-1911)
11. Rachel Sparrow, soprano
Sandra Earles, piano
“Ah! Tardai troppo … Oluce di quest’ anima,” from Linda Di
Chamounix (1842), by Gaetano Donizatti (1797-1848)
12. Nathan Foxley, euphonium
Sandra Earles, piano
Morceau de concert (1887) by Camille Saint-Saëns (1835-		
1921)

Selected Musical Performances
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Kristine Fielding

Sinking Home

Cumbersome
Swimming with dinner plate flippers
Thanksgiving’s 70-gallon air tank
Cyclopic—myopic—kryptonic mask
Sucking tighter to my face than
False teeth to gums
Making my eyes two gold fish
In dry dock.
Scissor kicking against my natural buoyancy
I settle like sand
Around the shipwreck.
Crumbly carrot cake
And coffee served on ancient history
Simultaneously supportive and suppressive
The expectations are there.
My mouthpiece slips and
I swallow great-grandmother’s afghan.
A submarine will implode
If it sinks to depths greater than
Its capacity.
My teeth quake and eardrums roll.
The water is chatty cold.
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My Parents Before Dying

My father’s false teeth keep his cheeks from sagging into
jowls. He lost his teeth to neglect, but in his old age, he looks like a
movie star with his new dentures clacking in his mouth. His eyes are
rimmed dim with years of trying to see too far into the past, peering
at the inscrutable horizon, outguessing the distant future. His pupils
have a coronal ring, like the harvest moon. But we are way past
autumn, canning peaches, and shucking corn.
He is broken and balding. As through a window, I see weeds
and flat tires, hay wagons and hungry dogs just the other side of him,
or is it inside of him? He drags his left foot, trailing a pattern of stepslide, step-slide through the soft snow. Decades ago, he taught me flyfishing by sinking the hook into my childish hand, warning me to pay
attention to what was behind me. “See how it hurts?” he boomed.
It still does, both of us.
His mother, my grandmother, scrubbed his teeth till the
gums bled red, foaming pink in the fury of the Ajaxed brush. “She
was my best friend,” he tells me, and his shoulders rock his body in
spasms. The past rises up between us and binds us with imperfect
remembrances. His mother’s hair coursed her back in a heavy braid. I
watched her brush it into a thick mane bristling with static.
Tonight, my mother wears black circles beneath her tired eyes
and a neck brace like a collar propping up her drained complexion.
“My hair isn’t gray, even yet,” she says to me, flipping her hair like a
sixteen-year-old. It is rather a hodgepodge of white and black and,
yes, gray. Youth survives in delusion, and yet, how different are they?
My mother, petite in her poodle skirt, flashing her green eyes at the
doctor’s son; he, awkward with his first cigarette and the taste of her
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tongue in his mouth. Between then and now, whole glass factories
overspent their budget in booze bottles, until finally, my parents
parted and he married a cow farmer. Well, not a cow farmer so much
as a dairy farmer, a massager of bovine teats, whose tasks included
hosing the milking pens clean of shit. I shall call her Ruby. Her name
was Ruby, and now she lies beneath a blanket of frost and ice, the
cemetery bent in torrential wind, her grave heaped in artificial purple
flowers and wreaths dry as tinder. My father sucks the smoke from
his cigarette, alternately puffing and crying over her grave in his silent
conversation. When he finishes talking at the heap of dirt, my dad
pitches the smoldering butt into the mound.
My mother takes his arm on the ice. “Here. I’ll help you,” she
says.
“If I go down, we both fall,” he tells her.
“Like hell!” she laughs. “If you fall, I’m letting go of you.”
They share a moment, like so many late nights when I fell asleep to
the hiss and murmur of their talk, ebbing and flowing like an ocean of
words. “When I die, I want to be cremated and thrown on the hill,” she
says over mashed potatoes, “with my birds and dogs.”
“Write it down,” my father says, “so everyone knows.” He spits
a chicken bone onto his plate, his face serious. As if it matters what
we want once we are gone. The hole opens and widens and I try to
imagine the way matter falls from this world into the next and the way
that history becomes a rehearsal of itself. My father drools, unaware,
while my mother fancies herself the object of desire.
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Anne Vest

Toponce
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Unleaded
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Anne Vest

K2 Line from 2nd Street Pocatello Railroad

Anne Vest
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Misty Nielsen

Breathing Underwater

Jim’s Junction, the lone gas station in Armington, has been
freshly painted the color of a tragic cloud that slipped away from an
October storm and could not find its way home. I can see through
my binoculars, however, that when it came to painting the doorjambs
someone got distracted, probably by the complexity of the task, and
left a few aquamarine streaks that shine through in a pattern of claw
marks to reveal that once, the gas station’s color had not been so bleak.
It is early evening, and the sun has just slipped behind the tall
fir trees that encircle Jim’s Junction as though it is politely declining
to witness the end of my marriage. It makes sense, I suppose, since
the sun needs to keep its reputation of positive association. At the end
of the day, you die in your own arms. I know how it works. A man can
only hope that as he fades away he does it with a modicum of honor. I
inhale.
I have my binoculars in one hand and a warm Diet Coke in
another (just what every man needs for these kinds of expeditions).
The binoculars allow me to see not only the tragically gray paint on the
outside of the gas station, but also the boringly beige color of the walls
inside, set in sharp contrast to the bright maroons, electric pinks, and
buoyant blues of the candies and packages in the aisles. Amidst their
cheer, the attendant leans over the Plexiglas-covered counter reading
the current issue of Men’s Health with half-hooded eyes. After a quick
glance at what appears to be a portable storage space above his belt, I
snort.
Far below the cheerful perch of the diverse candy wrappers,
water begins to roll over the floor of the gas station. It starts from the
north end of the store and streams forward, across the slate-colored
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Formica tiles and past the attendant towards the south door as if to
greet me. But the water is foiled as it reaches the south wall and then
has no choice but to rise, trying to get my attention like a small child
who is not tall enough to be seen. I pretend as though I don’t see it
climbing the glass of the entryway, and I turn away as a shiver wiggles
between my shoulder blades. I pull my Greer’s Construction vest
a little more snugly around myself and turn on a low heat in my car
before directing my gaze west to witness the arrival of someone who
should be here shortly, the final addition that will bring this situation
into focus.
Of course, saying that she should be here is really the wrong
thing to say because she doesn’t belong here at all. Neither do I. It
is unnatural for either of us to be in Armington, a town seven miles
past where we live in Wayne, and twenty-three miles past Great Falls,
where I feigned illness to get off work early so I could get here in
time to camouflage myself. I have expertly wedged my car between a
dumpster, a pine tree, and two shrubs that I assume to be sufficient
cover, but seeing as this is my first expedition, assumptions are of
little value. On the passenger seat is my expedition itinerary from
American Express that says Cora will be here, at Jim’s Junction,
anytime between 5:57 p.m. and 6:16 p.m. It is clear that she will be here
because this is a Wednesday and, like every Wednesday for the past
seven weeks of the statement, she will come here, to a town where she
doesn’t belong, and spend $37.89 on something while she thinks I’m
still at work.
It would be easier if I really cared what the $37.89 was being
spent on, easier if a mundane marital argument about finances was
really the boundary of this concern. But unfortunately, this is only
the starting point for my trip. The real question is what Cora does
after she spends the $37.89 in a town where she doesn’t belong; yes,
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the real item of interest is what happens after 6:16 p.m. and before
8:15 p.m., when I usually arrive home to a wife who has dinner nearly
ready and offers a weak smile to me. The weak smile has become a
familiar friend—our relationship centering around reciprocal feigned
happiness with a smattering of greetings so shallow they hardly get
wet at all. The real objective tonight is to find out what happens after
this gas station stop she makes, and to try to find a way not to let it
disintegrate my heart mid-beat. Reluctantly setting down the Diet
Coke, I place my hand now over my heart and push down as hard as I
can, but I don’t feel it beating. Maybe it’s waiting too, pending.
It all started with worrying about money. Money seems such
a trivial thing now, something that only the people who don’t truly
breathe the air worry about. Somehow it seems that if they could
breathe in this air, this night, feel the chill in their lungs the way I do,
feel the construction of their realities and their lives toppling over like
felled timber, they wouldn’t think about money either. All they would
think about is 6:16 p.m., and occasionally their thoughts might drift
back to last Wednesday.
Last Wednesday had ended like many other nights, with Cora
tearfully curled up in the violet-and-fuchsia patchwork quilt from her
grandmother with a torn corner from when I shut it in the recliner
mechanism last August. I stayed, of course, like I always do when she
cries. But I remained on my side of the bed because that’s as close as
she’ll have me. I stayed there, lying down, mirroring whatever position
she was in until her low sobs were eventually replaced with soft snores.
That particular night, she had asked me to make love to her,
which I can only do when she asks. As I kissed her shoulder and then
her stomach, she wiped a tear from her left eye with her right hand
and then rested it back at her side. Making love is different for Cora
than it is for me. When we make love, I am there, on her skin, in her
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hair, cradling her head, using this precious opportunity to will my
affection upon her like a defibrillator hoping to shock her heart back
into loving me.
But when we make love, Cora is in the future, running up and
down dark hallways, opening and shutting doors of possibility, looking
for a soft pastel room full of sleeping joy. When lovemaking ends, I
stare at her, looking for signs of a heartbeat while she stares at the
ceiling, alone with herself. I then look down at the dark, wet spots on
the sheets next to her head that are the remnants of her tears, tears
that slip silently away from her eyes like guests at a party who meekly
excuse themselves when the host and hostess have had too much wine
and are sharing too many secrets. Then she will thank me, roll over,
pull the blanket back around her, and finger the torn corner until sleep
relieves her.
Last Wednesday, however, turned into something entirely
different than the usual hollow echo of my failure mixed with Cora’s
breathing that keeps me company until I, too, sleep. After I had gotten
over the sickness in my stomach that I always experience when Cora
“thanks me” for lovemaking, I had a burst of renewed determination
that fueled me to my feet and into the navy robe that is too short
for my legs. As I sat at the kitchen table, I dug through credit card
statements, stumbling around in the dark and bottomless pit of our
debt hoping this time I would find a way out. I imagined, as I waded
through the graveyard of white and green statements, that I would find
something previously undiscovered and be able to come to her with
a plan. And then, seeing that I had saved us, she would stand. The
violet and fuchsia would fall from her body, the dark circles under her
eyes would be replaced with a fresh and cheerful pink, and she would
look at me like she used to when her smile and I knew nothing about
pretenses. It would be as if there were never any debt, I had never
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lost my job, and I had never had to take the construction job to stave
off foreclosure. But mostly, it would mean that I’d have the money to
make someone give her what she needed, what she curled up every
night imaginarily cradling, and that would make all the difference.
It was just after this thought, and just before the delusion that she’d
warmly embrace me, that I found the repeated charges at Jim’s
Junction.
As I turn back, I see that the water is almost waist-high inside
the glass, curling and racing around the windows like a dog excitedly
bordering a fence. A glance at the clock reveals it is 5:55 p.m. now, and
realizing this makes something in my gut clench as though it were
electrocuted. When the electric feeling passes, it is replaced with a
warm oozing feeling that drips down the inside of my stomach and
settles in a pool at the bottom, a rising pool like the rising pool inside
the store.
Outwardly ignoring the clock, I inwardly hope that tonight
is a 6:16 p.m. night, because somehow it seems that I’ll be able to
accept it if I have just a few more minutes to find space somewhere
to place what both my heart and I know is taking up the time between
6:16 p.m. and 8:15 p.m. on Wednesdays. A brief mental review reveals
my suspicion is still the same: a flannel-clad lumberjack that lives
somewhere near here in a dimly lit trailer. He is probably burly with
hairy arms that are half-muscle from high school football and halfflab from his current armchair quarterback status. He grunts, I’m
sure, when they entwine themselves on his coffee-colored corduroy
couch, crushing the brown flowered pillows with blue piping that are a
womanly touch his ex-wife added before the divorce.
The back of my throat has closed off now, and I realize that
although I’m looking through the binoculars at the gas pumps, my
eyes have blurred out all vision. My body is so hot that I’m starting to
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sweat, and my feet are trying to press beyond the soles of my boots and
through the floorboards of my car just to feel the sweet, searing sting
of metal cutting into my skin. But they don’t make it past the soles, my
body temperature cools, and I look to the clock again. 5:58 p.m. I need
more time; I’m not ready for this. Give me a few more minutes, Cora.
You still love me enough for that, don’t you?
But Cora bursts into view on the highway, the headlights of
her Impala shining like a confirmation to my unspoken fear. My heart
shrinks down to the bottom of my chest, and my breath catches,
hiding deep in my throat and refusing to go further. It pounds against
the walls of my lungs, a temperamental child. I ignore it and give all
my energy to focusing my eyes through the binoculars as she turns
and parks on the side of the gas station with her usual slow and gentle
stop that doesn’t prevent the squeak in her brakes, confirming that it
is, indeed, her car. It amazes me now, given what is about to happen,
that I still have time to lament buying that Impala. She loves it,
though, and babies it even when I drive it, always reminding me with
her characteristic whisper-yell to be easy on the brakes as she braces
herself against the dash for my stop.
Cora doesn’t exit the car immediately, but instead turns off the
engine and leans her head back on the headrest with her eyes closed.
Through the double circles, I study the profile of her face, taking it in
for what may be the last time I’m able to do so lovingly, and without
the kind of resentment that drives a man so deep inside himself
that he only comes out for façade work at holidays and performance
reviews.
This is when I notice that Cora’s Impala is filling up with
water, up to her neck now, and her long, golden hair begins to float
about her shoulders, occasionally swaying in a different direction with
the flow of the water as it continues to rise. Her eyes remain closed.
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Her lids are coated with what I once learned was called ‘Chocolate
River’ eye shadow, and she is biting the pale pink of her lip for a
reason I can’t understand from this distance. The water passes her
eyelids now, up over her head, and reaches the ceiling of her car.
For a moment, nothing happens. Cora is stonily still,
suspended in her perfectly hydrated display case with only the soft
sway of her hair to give her away. Then, her breath begins to drift up
in tiny, glistening bubbles from something I have never seen before:
the opening and closing of gills. My eyes focus so hard they begin to
throb. The gills I didn’t know Cora had are a creamy peach, the inside
colors a blushing coral when they open. As she breathes, I watch the
bubbles circle around each other in Ring-Around-the-Rosy fashion as
they sparkle and then burst on the ceiling of the Impala.
My chest becomes so tight that I am jarred out of my vision of
Cora to the realization that I have to breathe. I consciously drag in the
biggest volume of oxygen I can, my chest expanding to push my hand
with the Diet Coke out, and then deflating. The air I push out, fast
and hard and hot, slightly fogs the windshield.
Cora is slipping out of the car now, water pouring out the side
and colliding with the pavement below, still dressed in the light tans
and warm umbers that make up her official real estate wardrobe. Her
gills pulse pink with the exertion of having to breathe oxygen as she
pushes forward toward the door of Jim’s Junction and slips inside,
more water leaking out onto the pavement in her wake.
The first thing that becomes apparent is that the attendant
remembers Cora. He sits up, closing and trying to slide the issue of
Men’s Health to the side, but it floats forward and off the counter,
sinking to the ground. He opens the blinds on his eyes fully, and
smiles at my wife. If he had any degree of perception he would
understand that women like my wife, women who wear tan sweater
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sets with chocolate suede skirts and cocoa-colored nylons want
nothing to do with gas station attendants who sport electric red
vests and nose rings. If my life wasn’t about to end, I might find this
comical. As if to lend credibility to what I’m thinking, Cora breezes
past him to the back of the store and swims down the far aisle as
though she is alone in her own home putting laundry away. Typical of
guys like this, I suppose, to think every woman would want them just
because they know how to use some blue gel from Target and slap on
some grocery store cologne. Or gas station cologne, perhaps? This
thought actually does bring a slight smile to my face, but it races away
when Cora moves to the front of the store, a train of bubbles behind
her, ready to make her purchase.
She sets a long, slim box on the counter and, still not making
eye contact with the attendant, points downward and taps her
fingernail against the Plexiglas of the counter in several different
spots. He requisitely hunches over to do her bidding, pulling out many
rolls of brightly colored paper while she reaches up to grab her box
before it floats too highly above them. As he breaks off small squares
for her, I realize that they are lottery scratch tickets.
The tearing goes on for some time, with him breaking off what
seems to be more than twenty cards for her. She remains motionless
and, from what I can see, expressionless during this time. It is as
though she is at the bank, casually and routinely waiting as she has
her cash counted back to her, rather than scratch tickets, which
are a form of something Cora hates more than anything else in the
world. Cora’s father had actually died from a bar fight in Bozeman
that was incepted from a gambling debt he owed. When we married,
she made an explicit condition to me that I was never to gamble in
any way, whether it was playing poker with my friends, betting on a
baseball pool at work, or buying raffle tickets for a charity. I complied
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readily, understanding how toxic she viewed gambling to be, and how
it had infected every corner of life growing up with a father who was a
compulsive gambler.
The attendant straightens, and looks up to make eye contact
with Cora, but she is already rummaging in her purse, the one thing
about her that she allows to be unorganized, locating her wallet and
I’m sure, the infamous American Express card. She hands it to him,
and he swipes it, still smiling at her in spite of the fact that she is
looking past him, through the window and behind the counter to the
small picnic table and pay phone outside. What should it tell this guy
that Cora finds a picnic table more interesting than him?
When she turns to exit the store, I put the binoculars down.
My eyes are starting to hurt from the intense visual focus, and I
rub them while I search for any possible explanation for Cora to be
gambling. At least now I know why she comes out to Armington, away
from anyone who might know us or say something to me. Although
I’m unsure what it means that Cora is gambling, I am at least relieved
that what I was so convinced in my heart was true is actually false.
She’s back in the car now, and I raise my binoculars in time to
see her slip her wedding ring off her left finger. My lungs stop midbreath, only allowing the tiniest amounts of air out so that I can expel
a low yell. I feel my eyes begin to water and my vision blurs. I throw my
warm Diet Coke to the other side of the car, hearing it thud against
the window and feeling some of the warm backsplash hit my face,
sliding down into my ear canal. Heat is filling up my body and I feel
like throwing the binoculars too, but instead I use my now free hand to
wipe some of the warm tears from my eyes so I can refocus my vision
in the binoculars.
When I look back, she is holding her ring in her right hand,
running it back and forth over a ticket she has balanced on the
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steering wheel. She is intensely focused, the bubbles drifting out of
her gills in medium puffs every four seconds or so as she uses the ring
to scratch the tickets. When she finishes with each ticket, she wipes
it with the back of her right hand, scrutinizes it, and flicks it aside. I
watch her repeat this process over and over, the lottery tickets drifting
around the car, into the back seat, and circling her head.
The flicks are turning to tosses and the tosses turning to
angry throws which cause a faster current in the car. The tickets are
racing around now, bumping into each other like teenagers scrambling
to leave an underage party once the cops arrive. Finally, the last one is
scratched and after vicious scrutiny she smashes her hand against the
dash and leans back in her seat, her other hand squeezing the bridge
of her nose. I watch the rise and fall of her chest, now more urgent,
and the bubbles surround her.
Then Cora surprises me. She shoves the car door open
forcefully, much too forcefully for how much she loves that rundown
old Impala, and slams it shut against the rushing water. Some of the
lottery tickets have spilled out and crashed to the pavement, drying
up like jellyfish in a receding tide. She trudges toward the front door
of the gas station, the slim box in her left hand which is donning the
wedding ring again. Does she think she can return the box now and
recoup some small amount of money? Her gills are flaring.
She pushes the gas station door open just as forcefully as she
slammed the Impala door. The clerk is really lit up now, and opens
his mouth to greet her, but she stomps past him to the back restroom,
where she stays for well over ten minutes. When she finally emerges
again, her eyelashes look thin in only the way I know. The box is gone.
She storms to the counter, faces him, and folds her arms. He says
nothing; she says nothing.
The smile on his face is gone now, and the expression is one
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I can’t read. He steps from behind the counter, swims slowly past
her, and reaches up to turn the sign on the north door from Open to
Closed. As he lifts his head upward to see the sign, I see he has gills
too. They are a dark seaweed color inside, and slightly yellow out. He
passes her again, heading to the back of the store where he takes out
some keys and unlocks a door which he holds open for her. She enters
without acknowledging him and the door closes slowly behind them
both.
I continue to stare at the door, my mind directing all its energy
to the imagination portion of my brain, which is feeding me mountains
of data about possible reasons Cora could have entered the back room
with this man. I consider each explanation, rolling it over in my mind,
squeezing it, like fruit, for firmness to decide whether it’s something I
will actually buy. In the end, I make no purchase, knowing that my cart
is already full. My hand grips and pulls so hard on the steering wheel
that it is creaking to break itself away from the plastic of the dash. The
binoculars show me nothing but the closed brown metal of the door to
the back office, which my eyes are boring into until they cross.
And then, I vomit. It screams up my lungs like a freight train,
exploding from my mouth while I’m still concentrating on the door
with all my energies, and it surprises me. It smashes against the
steering wheel, dash, and windshield. Reflexively, I bend, and the last
of it settles in my lap.
When my lungs are available again, I suck in a huge gulp of
air and close my eyes, letting the binoculars drop to the floor, feeling
the flood of warmth on my thighs as the vomit sinks into my jeans and
makes contact with my skin. I choke, sobbing, and scream out while I
push and pull against the steering wheel until my arms tire.
After a time, I have no tears left. I look up to scream out
but instead see movement. The back door swings open. Shoving all
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emotion aside, I grab the wet binoculars and jam them into my face,
zooming my vision to see her in detail. Nothing seems out of the
ordinary. Her eyelashes are still thin, maybe thinner even than they
were before; she genuinely looks the same aside from the fact that it
seems she is choosing not to breathe. I cannot see one bubble, or one
flick of her gills. He is behind her, calling to her, but she continues
forward as if she does not hear. She pushes open the front door with
ferocity, water spilling out into the parking lot. It is not until she exits
the store that I see what has changed.
She quickly enters the Impala and buckles her seatbelt. Her
face is like stone now, emotionless, haggard, and gray. Her breathing
has started back up, and I see a few tiny bubbles drifting to the top
of the Impala before they pop. She throws the car into reverse, the
sudden motion sloshing the water of the nearly full car backwards so
that it sweeps her hair behind her face.
Cora enters the highway without a single sideways glance. She
speeds forward, runs a red light, and is gone. The attendant turns
the sign on the front door back to Open and I close my eyes, left with
only the smell of my own vomit and the vision still burning behind my
eyelids of her suddenly pale legs.

It is 8:15 p.m. as I turn my freshly washed car into our driveway.
The smell of vomit lingers, a reminder. No amount of scrubbing could
get the smell out, although I tried for over an hour. After I gave up
on the smell and had cleaned most of the dried Diet Coke, I threw
away the binoculars, soda can, and my expedition itinerary. I didn’t
have a change of clothes, so I did my best to hose myself off. I stayed
parked around the corner for twenty minutes, walking around in the
cool evening air hoping to dry my clothes while the neighborhood kids
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stared at me.
As I enter the house now, there is a smell of tomato paste and
everything is warm. The heat sinks into my still-damp clothes, and the
smell of tomato and oregano dances through my nostrils and into my
brain, encouraging me. Cora follows the smell towards me, wiping her
hands on her apron as she approaches me. I search her face for the
thin eyelashes and realize she has reapplied makeup, smoothed her
hair, and changed into fresh clothes. No one’s the wiser, except for the
gills that are lying flat against her neck.
“Dinner’s almost ready,” she says, reaching behind herself to
take off her apron.
As I look down to watch her, I see the water for the first
time, and as I see it, I realize I’m wet to the shins. I look at her for a
reaction, but she has none. She shows me a weak smile, the one I’m
not supposed to question, the one I have an agreement with.
“Why don’t you wash up,” she offers, and then, turning, “– and
hey, what’s that smell?”
I watch the water rise up slowly around both of us. It’s cold,
and I’m starting to shiver. The warmth of the house is gone now. Cora
shows no concern, and doesn’t acknowledge the sloshing sounds she
makes as she walks back to the kitchen.
I realize now that this is a play, and I have my part. “One of the
construction eddies at work ate a bad lunch. Barfed all over me,” I say
as I unbutton my shirt and walk to the bedroom.
When I return in new clothes, the water is thigh deep. By the
time we sit down to eat, the dishes are floating. Cora casually reaches
around her, grabbing my plate and heaping it with lasagna before
pushing the plate across the water to me. She points to a floating
fork by my elbow and I grab it. We eat in silence, me shivering, Cora
retaining perfect composure. I think about mentioning the water,
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asking what we should do, but I can’t find the words.
After dinner, she swims around the dining room, gathering up
the dishes. I’m treading water in the corner, watching her, wondering
when the house will be entirely flooded. When she is done collecting
the dishes, she turns to me.
“Can we make love?”
I picture her in the back room of the gas station, perched up
on some old, dented and dinged metal desk that squeaks and has dirty
paper nacho trays on it. When I promised eight years ago to love her
and give her everything, I never imagined she’d have to sit on paper
nacho trays to get it.
The silence is too long. Someone, somewhere, feeds me my
line, “Yes, of course, darling.”
The water rushes upward.
We swim to the bedroom, barely enough room for our heads
above the water. Cora’s gills are pulsing now, ready to take in the
water. We disrobe, our clothes sinking downward, entwining together
in a downward spiral.
The water passes over my eyes. Under the water, I see her
pale hand upturned and outstretched, waiting for me. Her gills are
freely moving now, the bubbles tinkling as they float up past her face
toward the ceiling of our bedroom. She meets my eyes, smiling the
unquestionable smile. And then, I take my first breath underwater.
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Mike Adams

Kareol
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Tristan und Isolde

Mike Adams
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Joshua Mayes

The Fifth of May

There are five, seven-by-five cells in a row. Five photographs
lie propped against five pillows. Butch Lansing looks through the
bars with prairie-steel eyes. He doesn’t sleep, but waits, and counts.
A fluorescent-dressed family clicks through film, pretending to be
prisoners.
The son sits in the backseat. He raises his plastic handcuffed
hands, with five links holding them together, and bites a candy
cigarette.
“My name’s Butch.” The boy’s breath blows the hairs of his
gift shop goatee.
“I’m gettin’ hanged soon.”
“What for?” The father.
“For killin’ a man.” The boy confesses.
Young Butch thinks about his family and apologizes while his
sister slides the seatbelt strap around his neck.
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Saturday Morning

My father crunches shells,
molds ham, squirts blue dye.
I clapped my book closed.
No more golden embryos or browned pink flesh.
The hanging drop of blue blood hits
and swims deep,
deeper
stretching itself until it belongs
to everything.
A cannonball pinch shuts my nose
while metal tines search
for tumblers in my teeth.
Soggy green sponge bites of zombie
eggs hide in the hollows of my jowls.
Trapped taste in an inhale
unlocks the familiar.
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Jordon Hofman

A Conversation with the Wind

I let the road bring me here
past where stores turn into apartments
and then apartments become houses
until the sky peeks through the spaces between
new houses that grow
up out of the ground, random
and huge, and then, eventually, disappear
altogether. I drove
winding past the end of stoplights
and stop signs to where cars go by
once an hour
on a busy day.
Back there, it’s much too warm for November.
But here, in between the foothills, the shadows
feel just right. I feel safe here
talking to you, still shut inside my car. I’m alone
watching the long yellow wheat grass dance
with you. The sagebrush is pale green
with envy. And I am red
and brown like the naked trees waiting
for the overdue winter. I hear you
whisper, “You do not belong here.”
But I stay. I will leave when I am ready.
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Jeff Pearson

I Hate Getting Caught in the Rain and Piña Colada

Begin with the events of the day. Put on my flannel jacket.
Put on my boots. Smoke a cigarette on my way to get the newspaper.
Begin reading the newspaper, while taking a shit. Eat some breakfast
consisting of a scrambled egg sandwich and orange juice made from
concentrate. It is difficult to thaw it out, so I usually leave it running
under hot water in the sink. Splash water onto my shirt. It doesn’t go
through the flannel. Continue to read the newspaper, until the articles
either bore me or end.
Man cuts off his hand thinking it the sign of the devil and then
microwaves it in northern Idaho.
I read that one over and over, trying to find any clue to what
was wrong with this person. He had apparently just had it with his left
hand doing demonic actions. He is in the hospital for the crazies now.
Then I get to the personal ads: 85 year-old male looking for an
active 70-80 year old woman.
That’s when I found my girlfriend’s ad: Looking for a homewrecking opportunity? Need a 20-30-year-old stable male to help with
the ending of my current relationship. Ask for Meredith. How I knew
was that my home phone number was there: 555-0199.
Later that day I asked for Meredith from my work phone: my
call center phone. It was during break so I wasn’t interrupted on the
line.
“Um. This is Patrick (using my fake name) and I want to call
you and let you know I was interested in your advertisement,” I told
her.
“Oh great! When can we meet?”
“I have Monday night off.”
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“OK. Well, I’m busy until next Monday night. From your voice,
I can’t wait to meet you,” she said. “I feel like I’ve known you for years
already.”
“How about we meet at Applebee’s a week from Monday at
nine o’clock?” I said.
“Sounds fantastic.”
That’s when I got really mad. I hit the phone onto the receiver.
I stroked my beard. I pulled my beard out to two lengths. I kicked
my chair out and bought some chips from the vending machine and
stepped on them. I knew that while I was at work, Meredith was dating
other men to find the right fit. I realized I should be doing the same
thing. I should put an ad in the paper, a better personal ad than hers.
I started asking people at the call center and people on
the phones what to put in my ad. I called Richard Lestings from
Hurricane, Utah:
“Can I ask you a personal question?” I asked him.
“OK. What?”
“How many times a day do you urinate? If you were reading
a personal ad, what kind of ad would you most likely call on in the
paper?”
“What?”
“Like a personal. If you had to call on one, what would you
look for?”
“I would never call on a personal ad.”
Hang up.
Then, I asked a girl named Sasha who sits next to me:
“I need to make a personal ad to find a girlfriend.”
“Did your girlfriend break up with you?”
“Not yet, but she’s going to.”
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“Don’t mention anything about being just out of a
relationship. Say that you have relationship experience and list what
kind of activities you like to do. What stuff did you like to do with your
ex? Or your soon-to-be ex—what’s her name?”
“Meredith. We like to watch movies and fall asleep to them.”
“OK. Say that, but without the falling asleep part.”
“OK. Like to watch movies.”
“What else do you like to do?”
“I like to cook breakfast.”
“OK. What else?”
“I like smoking cigarettes.”
“Seeking a smoker.”
“Well, I don’t really have to have someone that smokes, just
someone that doesn’t care if I smoke.”
“Don’t you have any hobbies?”
“I like taxidermy.”
“You are a taxidermist that is looking for a smoker. You like to
watch movies and enjoy hunting.”
“No I don’t.”
“Then how do you do taxidermy?”
“I do it from other corpses. Like dogs and cats and also birds
that are found dead, fallen from power lines. It’s a commission thing.
I have an ad in the paper about it—Don-Michael’s Taxidermy Service.
I just completed a real feat. I stuffed a horned owl that was found shot
in the forest by a .22.”
“This might be tough. You need to sell yourself. Think of the
things that you would tell a girl to impress her and put those things in
the ad, but like a resumé.”
“All right. Thanks, Sash.”
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So, I made an ad. It went like this: Seeking a smoker, midtwenties, affinity for taxidermy and interested in movies. I put my work
number because I didn’t want them to call my house while Meredith
was home.
• • •
My living room had a spot in the carpet where something
burnt through to the floor and the carpet was caramelized. My coffee
table stood shading above it. This was the night Meredith and I first
felt a twanging of love strings.
“Oh, shit! My VCR sucks.” Charlton Heston wouldn’t be
viewed this night. Soylent Green popped out of the VCR with its
innards stripped out by my Magnavox TV/VCR combo.
“We could play a board game,” Meredith said.
“OK, I’ve got Clue, but half the weapons are missing.
Monopoly?” I asked.
“We’ll be here the rest of the night.” She bounced her leg on
her knee. We both sat on my old grandma’s couch. It had a blanket
cover for my cat, Gerald, even though my cat was nowhere to be seen.
“Soylent Green is made of people!” she yelled. The movie was
her idea, but I was sure there would have been a product replacement
fee for it now. I dreaded paying full price for an old video that I didn’t
even get to watch.
“I bought Trivial Pursuit from the thrift store so I could
practice for the Millionaire Game Show,” I said.
“That could be fun.”
I thought like a salesman. How could I get her to drink with
me? Trivial Pursuit was easy, but drinking? “What about a drinking
game?” I asked.
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“That might shorten the game, you know, or elongate it until
we finally get all the colors.”
“Keystone?”
“Cheap and delicious.” We both smiled.
I grabbed one for each of us from the 30-fridge-pack. From
the living room she hollered, “I might not be too good at this; I only
play 80’s edition.”
“You’ll be fine. You can outsmart me and I’ll out-drink you.”
“Fuck that,” she said. “You don’t know me.”
The game commenced and we missed all the questions.
“What is the second most popular method of suicide in the U.S.?” I
asked her.
“Car crash?”
“Drink. It’s poison. Ha ha.”
The questions came from the 70’s, the edition probably from
the 70’s also. We drained the beer and I passed out with my feet up on
the game board. She laid on my lap in the place of my cat.
Next date, we rented Soylent Green from Great American
Video across town. I think this tape was in better condition, but her
setup separated the Sony VCR from the Daewoo TV. It worked. She
looked drawn into the movie, and I dug the green foil effect, which
made the streets of the city hazy.
It came to a scene at the end where the senior informer for
Charlton Heston’s character checked himself into the old folks’ home,
but the home was a place where old people went to die. The staff of
the home put the old guy into a white room, with music and a video
of his choice. Deer hopped around on a sagebrush-covered hillside to
the tune of classical music playing while the man got gassed. Charlton
Heston tried to stop him from going through with it, but arriving too
late to stop him, watched him die through the glass window.
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I thought about one of my projects. A guy found a dead deer
with a four-point rack on the side of the road and wanted it restored.
I wondered if what I was doing was in some way twisted, like baking
dead people into food. But I left that thought and decided what I was
doing was the opposite of Soylent Green. I pulled Meredith to my
mouth. Her face was wet.
“It’s just a movie,” I whispered.
No one called on my advertisement, even though I kept
answering my phone and hoping for them to ask for my name. Usually,
I would go through presidents’ names or names of Sesame Street
creatures. Big Bird sounded like Bernard, but when I would get to
Snuffalufagus, I would get caught and usually hang up.
It’s not that I couldn’t make our relationship work; it’s that it
has slowly been dying like a rabbit that has had two of its legs broken:
one front leg, one back leg. I guess I just wanted it to die so I could
move on, but I wasn’t going to do something as desperate as ask for a
house wrecker. And I still had the date with Meredith. It was going to
help me figure things out. Applebee’s.
• • •
Between the ad and the date, still no one called on my ad.
I worked every other day. Meredith seemed more cheery now that
she was dating. She sang in the shower, “Do you like piña colada?” I
listened and felt like sending myself into a deep sleep that I couldn’t
come out of.
She ate Subway and I kept finding her meatball-stained
wrappers in the garbage. She was already on her way to a new life. It
was her new diet to lose some weight. My work with the dog, Biscuit,
was at a standstill. I took a knife and scraped the inside of the skin
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of its back. Biscuit was a mutt, not a purebred of any sort. I couldn’t
decide what to do with his tongue. It was a black tongue that flopped
out every time I opened the mouth. This required a lubricant to get
the skin to stretch. The lubricant had a formaldehyde type of smell
and cleared out my sinuses. The tongue was ugly. I felt like stripping
it out and putting my own version of a tongue in there made of dried
chewing gum and pipe cleaners, but I didn’t want to spend time
making a black tongue. These are the type of things I preoccupied
myself with instead of preparing for the date.
I had all sorts of ideas to make this date special. Even though
it was Applebee’s, I had visions of azaleas, a mixed CD, ice cream
afterward, a homemade drive-in theater on our garage door with my
extra sheet and the library’s projector, and so much more, but I didn’t
do anything but the Biscuit project.
I heard Meredith come home, probably from her date. The
door closed. She, loud as ever, began singing, “Do you like piña
colada?” I heard the old electric can opener and then she must have
opened the fridge and begun cutting something, probably olives. She
ate cut olives while on her Subway diet.
I opened the door to the upstairs. “How was work?”
“You know, work,” she replied.
“Yeah. I’m almost done with Biscuit.”
“Cool.”
“Yeah.”
She turned on the TV and began watching a court show about
a rough end to a divorce. They were apparently fighting over the cat.
The wife owned the cat, but the husband took care of it when they
lived together so he thought he should own it.
“Hey, I was wondering if you wanted to go out on Monday.” I
wanted to know what she would say.
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“I have to work,” she said.
“You’ve been working lots lately.”
“It’s the overhaul of employees quitting,” she said, her face
full of olives.
“I’m gonna go get something to eat. Do you want anything?”
“I’m not really hungry. How can you eat after carving open a
dog?”
“It’s probably better to eat after than before. I don’t really
know, because I’m not really queasy.”
She asked me, “Do you know who sings that piña colada song?
It’s like been in my head like all week.”
“No. But I know that he hates piña colada. I saw it on VH1. I
just forgot his name.”
Meredith wore a red bandana in her hair like a pirate, but with
two long blonde pigtails hanging out of the sides. This is what she
looked like dressed-up.
• • •
I arrived at Applebee’s early. I sat there like a fish out of water all
dressed up in my nicest button-up with pearly buttons and silk lines
running down the shirt. The Applebee’s sound system played, “Do
You Like Piña Colada.” But I could only hear the rhythm and not the
words, because of the televisions around the bar. How do waitresses
get out of the bar? It looked as if they were marooned between middleaged pro golfers and young sports bar goers. I had down half my glass
of water by the time she got there.
“Oh no! You!” she yelled.
“Yes, me! Sit down for a second,” I said.
“Fuck that. I thought this was going to be a likely candidate so I
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could dump your ass!”
She had a redness that matched the bandana in her hair. “This is
so stupid. I can’t believe I fell for your dumb joke.”
“Can’t you just break up with me like a normal girl, before you go
and put an ad in the paper?”
“Being single is worse than being with you.”
“Then why are you looking for someone else?”
“No. I meant …” She sat down and the waitress came.
“Would you like anything to drink?” she asked Meredith, not
acknowledging the battle that was feuding.
“Just water.”
“Do we really have to take care of this right now? In public?” she
asked.
“When else? You won’t ever talk to me.”
“We talk all the time.”
“Then why the ad?”
“I need a change of scenery. I was just going out with you until I
found someone better.”
“Have you?”
“Not yet, but almost.”
Then we both sat there not looking at each other, but hardly
looking at anything else in Applebee’s.
“It played your piña colada song,” I said.
“Great. I’m leaving you, Don-Michael. You should start looking for
someone else.” The words struck like falling face first on an ice patch.
“Can I buy you dinner?”
She got up and left.
• • •
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The room looked like a still-life zoo. The dioramas of animals
once alive. I was proud. The more frightened the children got when
they walked by the cougar above the brick fireplace, the better. The
cougar was a little tricky because it was shot in the eye. I had to sew
back together the side of the face. Fake whiskers were easy enough to
make out of thick, tied-together fishing line. She was gorgeous.
I had a turtle now, in front of me, and it was going to be
difficult to play God on this one, and remake the squirmy little body
that pokes out of the turtle shell, but the Mazza family had lost its
turtle Sweet Pea. For turtles I could make either a shell re-creation or
make the shell into a hinge that could open up on the side for a key
holder. They wanted this key holder made out of their old pet. So I
lined the inside of the shell with little gold hooks. It would hang on
the wall like it was crawling, and the shell could flip open to reveal the
keys.
In they walked—a family of four boys and two older girls. The
girls grabbed their noses and stood in the doorway with their other
arms folded across their stomachs. The boys ran every which way to
all the animals. The cougar fascinated them more than scared them.
The littlest boy asked his dad if he could ride her. “She could hold
him, but we better not,” I interjected. “Don’t touch,” I told them.
Sweet Pea had been collecting dust for a few days. A late
Christmas present for these kids, with the poem, “Footprints” on the
inside of the shell. I pulled him out of the closet. The shell looked
good, even though he had been frozen in their freezer for a couple
weeks prior to the restoration.
I handed it to Greg, the dad. “Here it is. If there is any
problem, let me know.”
“Thank you very much, Don-Michael; you do good work. We
always tell people about the work that you do. We brought you a bucket
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of creamed honey,” Greg said.
“From your bees?”
“I keep telling myself this is going to be the last year we make
creamed honey and then people start telling us clear in August that
they need ten buckets of the stuff.”
They left and took Sweet Pea. The kids were happy to have
their turtle back. I had some extra bucks for God-knows-what.
Meredith would be gone soon. My personal ad remained. Just as Greg
would continue to make creamed honey, I would continue, maybe with
a little hope of going and finding a barn owl with a concussion on the
side of the road or a badger that had been stuck in a culvert only to
have its corpse washed out at the end of winter.
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Post-Modification Mourning

the boy weeps.
the boy with the three-legged dog Petey
plays violin since he was eight
weeps.
the boy with the three-legged dog
Petey who moans in the background while he practices
like an organ a half note behind
practices violin for his grandfather’s funeral where
he will be the honorary pallbearer without
a neon sticker for the A note since he was eight
weeps for his grandfather.
the boy with the three-legged dog
Petey who moans in the background
like an organ a half note behind
he played violin for his grandfather’s funeral where he
was the honorary pallbearer without a neon sticker
for the A note that he now had memorized
since he was eight weeps and tries on the cowboy hat not in the casket
thinking of the words to “I Need Thee Every Hour”
alone with his grandfather’s bronzed jockey boots from Turf Paradise.
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[raccoons in the cars . . .]

raccoons in the cars baby sunburned shoulder
city escaping the city back to the city here in the city
the traffic lights stretch across the roads like banners for a zoo
they eat up the darkness a phenomenon known as light pollution
the exact cause is light the effect is empty sky amnesia effects
people forget the stars and suppose light at night
moon falls over and tells sun to stay awake long
enough to see the sun rise
black cars drive better in the city white cars drive
better on dirt roads with gravel to hit
the underbelly wheel chamber that isn’t a part of the car
I made it up the countryside stays
the same and does all it can to stay the same
with its symbiosis secondary succession
welcome back to normal placemat
while the city puts plastic wrap in creeks new road
sign to slow down trees planted raked up thrown in the garbage
burnt in a barrel kicked into piles by vintage cowboy boots
people moving around
and the days turning everywhich way until years pass
and the city no longer works on a four part season
it’s haze then sun then total darkness natural light pollution
aching cold and back to relentless heat
all broadcast on the cable channel that tries to keep up with
all this change ending of lives of human beings beginnings
of other lives and all the news that people are doing
and the countryside has no broadcasting because it
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encourages sameness working the same
and when little four-wheeled vehicles spread around
noxious weeds into the marsh the problem becomes big
and somehow nature can’t find its way out of this one
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[shoot through the printed papers . . .]

shoot through the printed papers with guns
that shoot plastic bbs get interrupted by the cops
they will steal your illegal fireworks after
they crack into your car like prying open a bottle cap
sitting in the back of the cop car
you are always just next to the devil
traces of his pointed tail where it tore
through the seat leather
cops laugh in your face
take your fingerprints and print them like Andy Warhol
screen printings over the nest of police stations across Idaho
now you have to take hunter’s ed again
and make an apology letter for little children
to frame in their scrapbooks
you are sorry for shooting their poems
you know that it was irresponsible and
you should have had more control over your metallic pistol
you would like them to accept your apology
and the lawyer won’t charge you any money for
the case if you go on an LDS mission
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DaDunt

Christa Landon
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Brandon Hall

Husbandry

I never knew ‘til later my father kept a mummy—nestled in his
closet, wedged between some sneakers.
My old man, always starting half-assed projects inspired by
TV docudramas, and comfortable if not happy with tenuous claims of
fact, had caught an Egypt marathon and figured that if anyone was up
to engineering four-thousand-year-old skills summarized between
commercials and computer-animated fly-bys, it was him.
After all, he was a master by degrees, both MBA and English,
which weighted for centuries of historical inflation was pretty damn
impressive, according to the logic of Miller Lite and boredom. “I
mean,” he said, loosening his tie, “nowadays you need a degree just to
work a grill. Imagine what you kids could do if we plopped you down
in history with all the shit you know.” He smiled warmly, shook his
head, and carried on some more: “Kick some ass, I bet. I really do. As
for me, bud, I’m a motherloving pharaoh. So toss me a beer and stand
aside, I’m headed to the internet.”
And when our cat took ill the weekend after “History’s
Greatest Poisonings” debuted on A&E, and finally expired the night
of “Eyes on OJ,” he pulled its brains through its nose with a hanger,
gathered up some gauze, and sarcophogized Lord Pussybottom on the
shelf of his closet where his Playboys appreciated.
He pretty soon forgot it, though, having since begun his work
on Archimedes’ death ray and laser pointer burglar traps. My mother,
on the other hand, never let it go, having first beheld the marvel
putting up the laundry.
At least that’s what I remember, although my mother won’t
agree. Her attitude is skewed by what the counselor named the “fog
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of grief,” something about fantasy and reality competing for attention.
Whatever the case, I hope she can come to terms. As for me, the
“Resurrection Week” on Bravo was really quite insightful, and I’m
headed up the road to show the old man what kids these days are all
about.
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Incidence

This one time:
my brother and me
and the thirteenth hell of burning summers
were partners—
when sagebrush and lemon-grass were vicious
that august we buried our clean rat
Squeakums
under a rock, and my later runaway brother
painted with a broken hand in raised gold model paint—
“she had thirteen babies and then she died”
leaving out the body of the story
where she fell out
of her cage
and found herself absentmindedly
chewed to death by a drooling stupid dog.
That was an uncomfortable time, looking back,
but it certainly could have been worse,
as it was another time
—this one winter—
for my brother, and most of her babies.
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june 32

painful breakfast he said
and what—
but cut off cried the other side
while the sun broke windows
across the street.
I could stay he said and I mean—
stopped for the second of chime
chime,
started and failed to continue
when the morning over
after crept like dust into the air
and pounced.
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Astronomical Twilight

Outside my window mulberry-stained
summer night grows weary late. Irrigation sprinklers
ch, ch, ch to the rhythm in my chest. Killdeer
stave off darkness until the sigh of stillness
dissuades their distress calls. Night, quiet
like the loose, still-warm bodies of kittens
I took too soon from their mama,
aches under the arc of my thin ribs.
My father’s voice rumbles across the hall
as it must have sounded when I was still
suspended, dreamy, inside my mother,
then fades like cosmic dust floating away
above my head. In the dark I can feel
phantom kittens squirming out of my grasp,
the movement of everything in the universe
out and away from everything else like they said
on the Discovery channel. I’m twelve and I can’t quit
taming new batches of farm cats that spring up like stars
in the evening sky. I won’t abandon the popping hiss
of their fear and the taste like pennies, insistent and elemental,
that blooms at the back of my throat. When my favorites die
(the smallest are always the weakest) I build crosses
out of scraps I find in the machinery shed
and, head turned up, wish for all those heavenly bodies
to come on back home where they belong.
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Tokens of Affection

Ralph’s mother whispered his dead father’s name in her sleep
across the humming hospital room, and it struck Ralph as odd. The
only time he could remember seeing his parents so much as kiss was
the Christmas they’d spent at his father’s parents’ house when he
was thirteen. His mother and father had unknowingly stepped under
the mistletoe hanging from the archway between the living and dining
rooms. When his grandma had excitedly called out the consequence of
their location, he’d thought for a moment that his mother might grab
her coat and leave Ralph and his father in Colorado. Their fumbled
embrace had left him with the distinct impression that married people
were little more than friends.
Now his mother, sleeping off the effects of emergency openheart surgery, conjured ghosts from her hospital bed. Well, beds, to
be precise. They’d had to push two together to accommodate her.
He scanned the chart hanging from the end of one. She weighed 639
pounds. Ralph couldn’t imagine how the EMT’s had managed to get
his mother out of her bed and down the three flights of stairs in her
apartment building.
She lived downtown in low-rent housing now that his father’s
pension had run out. Her building was old but had been renovated as
part of the historical preservation district. When she’d first moved in,
his mother had been able to pass through the narrow stairwells with
a few inches to spare. She’d wanted an apartment on the first floor,
but those had already been filled by old folks with oxygen tanks and an
assortment of shining aluminum canes and walkers. The three-flight
hike had taken her twenty minutes that first day, and by the end of that
week she’d called Ralph to ask if he could pick up some groceries. She
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hadn’t left the apartment since.
Until today. Ralph looked up from the chart and studied her
sleeping face. It was different now that she had gotten so big. He
searched for something familiar, a sign of his mother, but couldn’t
find the face he remembered from his childhood in the expanse of
pale skin. She’d started gaining weight when Ralph was ten- or elevenyears-old. He had often wondered if that was why she’d stopped
letting his father in the room when she changed into her nightgown.
Instead she’d begun to end every night by going to the doorway of the
front room and telling Ralph’s dad not to come to bed until after she’d
turned out the light.
“Hello.” Ralph jumped a little, startled by the quiet voice
of the nurse with the ponytail and the smock covered in frolicking
cartoon monkeys.
“Hi.” Ralph pulled his gaze away from the disconcerting little
primates to see her lips upturned with expert empathy. He wasn’t sure
a nurse in the cardio unit should wear cartoon scrubs.
“Are you two doing all right in here?” She moved to the
machines that droned watchfully around his mother, checking IV bags
and monitor readouts.
“We seem to be okay. She’s just been sleeping off and on.”
Ralph hesitated to find out exactly how his mother had made it to the
hospital. Other people seemed to need him to pretend that there was
nothing out of the ordinary about her. “Hey, do you know how they got
her out of the building?”
The nurse looked up, her mask of compassion surrendering
to a blush of embarrassment. Her eyes darted to his mother and then
away to the door. Ralph knew she’d heard the whole fascinating story
about Marjorie Wilkinson in Room 211, but he bet she had never
expected to retell it to the lady’s son.
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“Um, they mentioned something about a service elevator in
the mech room at the end of the hall.”
• • •
Ralph unlocked the door to his mother’s apartment and
found the living room in the same state he’d left it three days ago
when he’d cleaned. It hadn’t been much more than a year after he’d
started delivering her groceries that she’d stopped using this room
altogether. He’d started cleaning it and the rest of the apartment for
her every Saturday, hoping that a little extra help might lift her spirits.
He’d even put out some family photos to make the place feel more
like home. He’d put his favorite photo on the lacquered side table that
stood next to his mom’s brown floral sofa. It was of Ralph and his dad
on the bank of a reservoir edged by tall grasses and brush. Ralph had
only been about four years old when the picture was taken. His hair
was still golden like his mother’s and he stared proudly at the camera
in his red flannel button-down shirt. His dad was crouched behind
him grinning, with one arm wrapped around Ralph’s small waist and
the other helping him hold up a trout nearly as long as his father’s
forearm.
Ralph had tried to put the same photo up when they were
unpacking after the move, but his mother had snapped it out of his
hand and thrown it back in a box with the rest of the family photos she
didn’t want to display anymore.
“Wait, Mom. Didn’t you take that picture?” Ralph had wanted
to find a reason for her to keep it out.
Her face had hardened as she shoved the lid on the box. “No,
I think that’s one your Uncle Mort took.” She hadn’t mentioned her
brother since the summer Ralph turned ten and he’d stopped coming
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along with Ralph and his dad on their Sunday fishing trips.
Ralph stood in the small living room for a moment wondering
what it might have felt like to have a family that was normal before he
headed down the hall toward his mother’s bedroom to pack the things
she needed for her hospital stay.
The dim haze of her bedroom made it feel like he was
underground. She kept the shades drawn, and the walls were lined
with boxes of things she hadn’t unpacked. The contents of Ralph’s
childhood home were more than his mother’s small apartment could
accommodate, so they sat in boxes and buttressed the walls of her
single-room world.
Ralph could make out his vague reflection in the mirror that
hung over his mom’s dresser on the other side of the bed. He crossed
the room and looked at his tired face through a layer of dust. Obscured
like that, Ralph could pass as his father. The same dishwater-blonde
thatch of hair, the same nose that turned just a little to the right,
and now more than ever, the same sad brown eyes. Ralph smiled an
apology at the reflection, wondering if this is what his father had
expected for his wife and son. Remembering why he’d come here
from the hospital, Ralph pulled open the second drawer of his mom’s
dresser where he knew she kept her nightgowns. With her two nicest
gowns in his hand, he turned to the closet where he thought he’d seen
her overnight bag. He spotted it in the corner behind some boxes
marked “Donate.” Ralph swiftly slid the closest box out of his way. He
nearly threw out his back when he tried to do the same to the second.
He pulled off the lid to see what was so heavy and found his father’s
old books inside. They weren’t just old books, but early editions of the
writers his father loved.
Ralph had only ever looked at these books before. His father
hadn’t wanted him to smudge the pages. They’d perched off limits to
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Ralph in the small bookcase next to his father’s overstuffed chair in
the front room. That was the same room with the small writing desk
where Ralph sat to do his homework every evening after dinner while
his dad read. When he finished for the night, Ralph would leave his
dad there, the gold lettering on the bindings gleaming in the glow of
the lamp, to go sit with his mom in front of the television and steal a
few bites from her carton of cherry swirl ice cream.
Now, in the dim light of his mother’s bedroom, the gold letters
on the spines of his dad’s books were mute. Ralph slid the box to the
foot of the bed and found the light switch by the door. He squinted
into the box. His eyes had already adjusted to the darkness. He found
Whitman on top, his father’s favorite. His dad had often interrupted
his homework to read passages of these poems aloud.
Ralph hesitated for a moment before he picked it up. The
only time he remembered seeing his father happy was when they were
fishing or when he was reading from these books. The rest of the time
his dad had seemed to be trying to disappear, to stay out of Ralph’s
mother’s way. Ralph opened the cover delicately, unsure whether
he should touch it even now. He flipped through the yellowed pages,
pausing on familiar phrases until he came to the back cover. Ralph
stopped at the last page, stunned. There was an inscription in his
father’s treasured book.
Edward,
You are “the smoke of my own breath, echoes, ripples,
and buzzed whispers, loveroot, silkthread, crotch and vine, my
respiration and inspiration, the beating of my heart, the passing of blood
and air through my lungs.”
				
Yours,					
						
M
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Ralph’s face burned hot with disbelief. Edward was, of course,
his father, and M was Marjorie. His mother.
Ralph grabbed another book from the box and turned to the
last page. There was another inscription from his mother. He pulled
out another and found that it, too, bore a love note on the last page.
His father’s books weren’t antiques, they were the first genuine sign
Ralph had ever seen of his parents’ love.
• • •
Ralph read from one of the books he’d found, his mother’s
small suitcase leaning against the leg of the reclining visitor’s chair
where he waited. The last nurse to come in had told him that the
drowsiness should be wearing off pretty soon and to ring for dinner
when she woke up.
Ralph looked up from the page and saw his mom blinking, her
pupils still a little bit bigger than they should have been.
“Mom. You’re awake.” He leaned in to kiss her softly on the
forehead. “Do you remember what I told you earlier? You’ve had
surgery.”
“Yeah.” Her voice was still rough from the tube they’d used to
keep her breathing while she was under.
“Do you want some water?” She nodded her head yes, and he
poured her a cup from the little plastic pitcher the nurse had left by
the bed. She drank the entire cupful and then another.
“I’ll call the nurse for your dinner.”
“Okay, Ralphy.”
He buzzed the nurse, who appeared at the door moments
later to give his mother her options for dinner—red or green Jello. His
mom looked at him with a disappointed grimace.
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“I think she’d enjoy red.” Ralph smiled agreeably.
“Red it is.” The nurse bustled out to fill the order.
Ralph looked back to his mom to see her staring at the ceiling,
her eyes growing shiny with tears.
“Don’t worry, Mom. You’ll move on to solids if the Jello sits
well.”
“It’s not that. It’s the dreams I’ve been having. They didn’t
even feel like dreams. They felt like people were here in the room with
me, people who’ve been gone for years.”
Ralph remembered the book in his lap. “You said Dad’s name
earlier today.”
At that, his mom’s chin dropped down to her chest and
she began trembling with soft little sobs. Ralph had never seen her
experience such a strong emotion for his father, good or bad, and he
wasn’t sure what to do. Finally he reached out and grabbed her hand.
Her sobbing peaked and then waned until she managed to
speak. “I should have let your father go before he died. We were both
so unhappy.” Another wave of tears washed over her.
“No, Mom. You and Dad definitely had your problems. When
I was a kid I used to wonder why you even bothered, the way you lived
in your own parts of the house. But there was something underneath.
Maybe you’ve just forgotten.” He squeezed her hand.
She looked him in the eyes, her sorrow suddenly replaced with
insistence. “There wasn’t anything underneath. You were what kept us
together. We wanted you to have a normal life.”
Ralph hesitated, not sure if his mom would remember her
romantic gestures. “I found Dad’s books when I was looking for your
suitcase.” He held up the long-forgotten reminder of his parents’
cloistered passion.
“Where did you get that? I thought I’d asked you to get rid of
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your father’s things.” Ralph could hear the steady beeping from her
monitor quicken.
“I thought you might regret it later on, so I stuck them in your
closet. Why wouldn’t you want them? You gave them to him.” Ralph
flipped the back cover open and held the last page up so she would
remember.
His mother’s eyes widened then closed as she inhaled deeply.
When she opened them again they were steeled with pain. “Ralph,
those books were gifts from your Uncle Morton.”
Ralph blinked disbelieving, his eyes darting back and forth
in their sockets for several seconds before he turned the book back
around. The writing was like his mother’s, but now that he looked
closely he could see that it was written without the small flourishes
that made her beautiful penmanship distinct. The lines were thicker,
too, like a firmer hand had formed them.
Suddenly Ralph remembered the year when, a few days before
Christmas, he’d declined to help his mother deliver cookies to the
neighbors and instead had stayed home to read in the front room with
his father. When the doorbell had rung and his father stepped out
onto the front step in the cold, Ralph had gone to the window to see
who it was. There, standing under the glow of the porch light, had
been Ralph’s father and Uncle Mort immersed in an embrace. Ralph
had turned away from the window, not sure why he felt as if he’d done
something wrong and gone to his desk, pretending to read until his
father came back into the den holding a present the size of a book and
knelt down beside him to focus steadily on Ralph with sorrowful eyes.
“Hey, Curious George. Your uncle saw you peeking through
the curtains. Let’s not tell Mom that he was here. It’ll just upset her.”
Ralph had nodded to his father dutifully, unable to tell if he was in
trouble.
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In the blue-tinged light of her hospital room, Ralph’s eyes
darted back to his mother’s, seeing something familiar in them now.
“One red jello, at your request.” The nurse walked back into
Room 211 to find Ralph still and staring at his mother while she
fumbled with the controls of her beds, trying to sit up and reach her
son.
• • •
Ralph sunk into his mom’s sofa, relieved that her apartment
was finally ready. In the weeks that she’d been in the hospital
recovering, he’d pulled up the shades in her room and started cleaning
out the boxes that had stood watch over her decline for so long. He’d
sifted through all the evidence of his family’s existence and still wasn’t
sure he understood it any better than before. By the time he was done,
though, he’d taken everything he wanted and gotten rid of the rest.
His mother’s room was empty of clutter.
Ralph turned to the photo of him with his dad that sat at the
end of the couch. He remembered the quiet, patient way his father
had taught him how to cast. The times they spent sitting on the bank,
his father explaining why the fish would bite more during the cooler
parts of the day, all the while unraveling the terrible mess of line Ralph
inevitably made around his reel.
Ralph grabbed the frame and pulled out the photo as he rose
from the sofa to leave. He slid it gingerly into his back pocket before
he hoisted the package addressed to his uncle that had sat waiting by
the front door. He’d have just enough time to stop by the post office
before he picked up his mom and brought her back home.
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Sara O’Connor

The Courtship of Karl and Lula through Letters
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Ivan Fonseca

Untitled
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Untitled

Ivan Fonseca
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Tyler Chadwick

Lull

The crow lays roadside,
fully dead, its swollen body
trimmed with grass. Its head,
cropped with beads of dew,
cocks awkwardly to one side,
the top eye muting the sky
in a flat, milky gaze, beak
cracked in perpetual caw,
though no sound escapes
save the rasp of leaves
tripped by the wind
through this wooded suburban lull.
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Ford Swetnam Prize Winner

Note from Judge Paul Lindholdt
The poem that most swept me away—though it was all a tough
call—is “Submerged: Two Variations on Serrano’s ‘Piss Christ.’” The
poet managed to take a very controversial and even ugly photograph
and assign it beauty. The 1980s photo by Adres Serrano caused a great
cultural stir that has yet to die down fully.
Especially impressive are the verbs in this poem. “Quenched,”
“ripens,” “shorn,” “pickles,” “leaching”—these inventive verbs bring
the static photograph to life and restore some of the reverence the
photographer stripped from the crucifix in his image. Another striking
feature of this accomplished poem are its subtle internal rhymes. 		
Bravo!

Tyler Chadwick
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Submerged: Two Variations on Serrano’s “Piss
Christ”

I. In Memoriam
Immersed in liquid light, like an insect
quenched in the amber’s flow, its body
pressed into the absence at the core,
the figure ripens on his tree, his nearest hand
pinned tight to the horizontal beam,
fingers and thumb contracted against
the sting of history’s curse, his other hand
lost in the amber haze. His head bows right,
to his breast, bloody laurel
washed in a stream of light, his body sagging
beneath the weight of rebirth, knees bent
toward fulfillment of the pain grown thick
as waste in his veins. Behind him, shorn
from view by the liquid veil, an angel waits,
eyes wide like a father at the nursery window
watching his firstborn sleep, or like that child,
years later, at the gift shop counter, anxious
to take home some museum artifact dipped in plastic
and sold on the discount shelf
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beside the rack of key chains that never has one
with his name on it, just Jesse, Jessica, Violet,
Rose, and there, at the end, a whole peg of
Zechariah crammed against the register because
there’s hardly room in God’s mystery these days
for anything more than Zack or Zachary, remnants
of a memory gone limp as the image in this amber abyss.
II. Ligature
His flesh pickles in the still of God’s mystery,
rubbed raw against the cistern wall, the grain
of violence etched into his back and hands, his
feet and side—the veins of some puppet
acting out a chronic tragedy or the vivisections
of a fetal pig, its death, preservation, rebirth
leaching the same sentence, almost done
before they’re done, as the crimson means
to his crimson end were drafted in the dust
before God had set his knife
to dissect the original sin and to fashion bodies
from the entrails—supple, stubborn, inquisitive,
weak, drenched in the senses and bound up
by the endless, crimson seam of his skin.

Tyler Chadwick
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Siren

I only saw her once. While I was pacing the halls of an old folks’ home,
she spoke from the cross hall—where other patients slept or stared,
heads cocked against wheelchair frames, saliva fanned across sweaters
and soiled linens—hands raised, fingers curled upon themselves,
tempting those who could bear her straying eye and rotten smile to
share forgotten bread: Have you ever had a Greek pastry? she said.
Tell you what I’m gonna do. Next time you’re here, I’m gonna have a
Greek pastry for you and your wife and your little girl there. I’ll order
some from North Andover, from the church there. It should be here
in three days. It doesn’t spoil. Tell you what, she’s a little doll. I think
she’ll like the pastry. It’s not sour, it’s sweet; I think she’ll really like
it. How old’s she? Almost two. She’s kinda small for her age, isn’t she?
Tell you what, I’m gonna get some Greek pastry for you and for her—
I’ve got the pamphlet in my room, in case you don’t believe me. It’ll
take two or three days to get it here from North Andover. I think you’ll
like it. They gave me my Communion there. I’m Greek, you know.
How old’s she? Almost two. Looks like she likes the bird. Don’t worry.
It won’t bite; it’s in a cage. Tell you what, I bet it’s hard to leave her. Is
this her first time here? Have you ever had a Greek pastry?
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Chris Nelson

Untitled
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Lauren King

Loss of Childhood Glee
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Meredith Harvey

Editor’s Note

Last year as poetry editor, I ate cold pizza with the editor in the
L.A. building at 2:00 a.m. to celebrate completing the final draft of
the magazine—five hours before we had to go to press. Needless to
say, this year I began my stint as editor-in-chief apprehensive of the
labor that would be involved and the sleep that would be lost. I must
acknowledge, therefore, the genre editors, assistant editors, and
faculty advisors, whose hard work—from advertising to proofing—
made the production process much more enjoyable and much less
exhausting than I had thought possible. The high quality and vast
quantity of submissions we received for our 2009 issue still made the
selection process at times difficult, but the staff ’s steady enthusiasm
and manufacture of baked goods somehow made the feat manageable.
I feel that our end product, in this year’s journal, reflects the high
standards of both the artists who contributed from across the genres
and the editors who worked hard to put the magazine together.

Paul Lindholdt

Judge—Ford Swetnam Prize
Paul Lindholdt grew up on Puget Sound but now lives on the
Columbia Plateau. A professor at Eastern Washington University, he
has won an Academy of American Poets Award and two awards from
the Society of Professional Journalists. He has published some 200
book chapters, journal articles, essays, columns, reviews, and poems
on American studies and American literature, including most recently
The Canoe and the Saddle (Bison Books, 2006).
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Colophon

Black Rock & Sage was set in Dutch 766 BT. The software used was
Adobe InDesign CS3. Printing was done at DMI Printing.
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Contributors’ Notes

Mike Adams is a graduate student in fine arts. He has exhibited
extensively in the Seattle area where he was born and raised. He is
deeply inspired by the natural surroundings here in southeastern
Idaho.
Sandy Bakken is a sophomore fine arts major. At an age when most
individuals are retiring, she is just beginning her college education.
Although she finds enjoyment and challenge in all art principles, her
focus is textiles and fibers.
Debbie Brooks is a graduate student in the English Department
of ISU, but she also sells real estate, fosters five dogs, runs, bikes,
climbs, lifts weights, fixes up her house, teaches English 101, and tries
to play the cello and flute. She loves writing and being busy.
Breein Bryant lives in Pocatello with her husband and their two dogs.
She takes courses at ISU and hopes to one day pursue an MFA in
Creative Writing.
David Campbell, collaborative pianist, received his Performance
degree from ISU in 2001. As a student, he won numerous prizes and
he is now in high demand as a teacher, collaborative artist, and jazz
pianist. Recently, he performed Gershwin’s Rhapsody in Blue with
the United States Marine Band. His teachers include Virginia Willard,
Mark Neiwirth, and Dr. Kori Bond.
Tyler Chadwick lives in Idaho Falls with his wife, Jessica, and his
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three little girls. He is currently in the midst of doctoral studies
in English at ISU. He also claims to be an essayist, a runner, and
a blogger. He can be found online at chasingthelongwhitecloud.
blogspot.com.
A native of Pocatello, Sandra Earles, collaborative pianist, received a
Piano Performance degree from Trinity University in San Antonio in
2005. Since returning to Pocatello, she has become one of the primary
professional collaborative pianists at ISU. Her teachers have included
Dr. Randy Earles, Dr. Kori Bond, and Dr. Carolyn True.
A native Idahoan, Kristine Fielding was raised moving pipe on a
farm. She hopes to one day own wheatfields.
Ivan Fonseca is a junior art major at ISU.
Nathan Foxley will graduate this May with Bachelor of Arts degrees
in English and Music, with emphases in euphonium and piano. His
teachers are Will Smith and Dr. Kori Bond. Next year he will pursue a
Master of Music Theory degree at the Cincinnati Conservatory, where
he has been awarded a graduate assistantship.
Kimberly Fullerton grew up in Rigby and is a graduate of Rigby
High School. She is currently in her third year as a music performance
major and studies with Dr. Shandra Hellman. Kim is sought after to
play chamber music and has been a first place winner in the Pocatello
Music Club (PMC) competition.
Janessa Funk began lessons at age four in Twin Falls. She received
her Associates degree from CSI as a student of Susan Miller, and is
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currently a senior performance major studying with Dr. Kori Bond.
She has won many competition prizes, most notably the Grand Prize
in the Idaho Federation competition and second prize in the PMC
competition.
Brandon Hall enjoys sandwiches, those Doritos that were part of
the naming contest for new flavors and for which he submitted the
name “Super-Burger” but hasn’t heard back from Frito-Lay about,
pictures of things falling asleep, and Suzanne Pleshette movies.
Dislikes include his cat, his neighbor’s cat, club sandwiches that are
not properly sectioned or garnished, and the fact that SuperBurger
flavored Doritos are no longer available.
Jordon Hofman is married to Cornelius Adrianus Hofman III. Their
daughter, Hadlee Rhoanne, is the highlight of their lives thus far.
Jordon has been reading and writing for as long as she can remember
and hopes to one day publish at least one novel and one book of poetry.
She will graduate in 2009.
Carol Hotrum, collaborative pianist, received her Bachelor of
Arts degree in piano from ISU in 2007. She is sought after as a
collaborative pianist at ISU and throughout eastern Idaho. She is the
pianist for the ISU Women’s Choir and ISU Opera Workshop. She has
been a student of Travis Rivers and Dr. Kori Bond.
Jared Johnson participated in his first musical at age fourteen and
shortly after enrolled in private lessons. He is now a sophomore
performance major and student of Dr. Scott Anderson. His honors
include prizes in the PMC competition and starring roles as
Charlemagne in Pippin and Papageno in Mozart’s Magic Flute.
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Sarah Kim is a sophomore piano performance major and student of
Dr. Kori Bond. She is from South Korea where she was a graduate of
Kaywon High School for the Arts. She was the recent state winner of
the Music Teachers’ National Association competition, and a two-time
first-prize winner of the PMC competition.
Lauren King is a psychology major at ISU. She is also trying to get a
minor in photography and she is very grateful for this opportunity to
share her work with others.
Christa Landon is a 24-year-old mother of one, currently enrolled at
ISU and working for her Bachelor’s degree in Fine Arts. She is in her
fifth year and has three semesters left. It is her desire as an artist to
bring fantasy into reality, color into the mundane and artistic design
into her everyday life.
Emily Martin is from Blackfoot and began her music involvement at
Snake River High School, where she played Cosette in Les Miserables.
She is a performance major and student of Geoffrey Friedley. In 2009,
Emily was awarded the first prize in the PMC competition. Her stage
roles have included Papagena in Mozart’s The Magic Flute.
Joshua Mayes is an undergraduate student majoring in creative
writing. He enjoys working on his writing at the College Market and
listening to good music.
Katie Morgan grew up in Blackfoot Idaho and is now a senior
performance major and student of Professor Kathleen Lane. She has
won prizes in the PMC competition and an award at the Regional
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New York Metropolitan Opera auditions. Her starring roles include
Catherine in Pippin.
Chris Nelson is an art student who has grown up in Pocatello. He started
painting and skateboarding at a very young age and still enjoys them both.

Misty Nielsen is an eastern Idaho native who enjoys writing about the
unexpected things that await people around the bends of life, and the
lessons that can be learned as people respond to those opportunities.
She is an aspiring novelist, poet, and friend of the short story. The
smallest moments in life, those moments when everything forever
changes, are her inspiration.  
Tiffany Nielsen will graduate this May with a Bachelor of Music in
Performance as a student of Professor Kathleen Lane. She has sung
such roles as Pamina in Mozart’s The Magic Flute and she has been a
first place winner in the PMC competition.
Sara O’Connor is a graduate student at Idaho State University in
the Historical Resource Management Program. This is her first
publication. This map traces the courtship of her grandparents,
Carl and Lula Schultz, both deceased. They left over 100 letters
documenting their courtship during the Great Depression.
Jeff Pearson washes dishes for Butterburrs and plays keytar for the
band Warbonnet.
Rachel Sparrow is a junior majoring in music education and vocal
performance and is a student of Dr. Diana Livingston Friedley. Her
prizes include first place in the PMC Competition, and she has
performed the role of Papagena in The Magic Flute. Rachel is also in
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demand as a violinist.
Drew Sutherland is a senior performance major who studies with
Dr. Patrick Brooks. He is in demand as an ensemble player and
recently formed the Brothers Sutherland Jazz Combo. He has been
the winner of the brass division of the Idaho Federation competition,
and a prizewinner in the PMC competition.
Julian Sutherland was born in Pocatello and began taking saxophone
lessons at age twelve. He is a sophomore performance major and
studies with Monte Grisé. His many prizes include the woodwind
prize in the Idaho State Federation competition and two first prizes in
the PMC competition.
A native of Idaho Falls, Curtis Thompson began teaching himself
guitar at a young age. After performing in his rock band, 40-Story
Monsters, he began to pursue a Bachelor of Music in Performance.
He is currently a junior and studies guitar with Bill O’Brien and
composition with Dr. Thom Hasenpflug.
Anne Vest is a graduate student and teaching assistant in the
Department of Art and Pre-Architecture. She was recently awarded
the Graduate Student Research Grant for an Art Installation proposal.
She looks forward to graduating with her MFA next December, and
then . . .
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Ads

9 1 7 Y e l l o w s t o n e Av e . • Po c at e l l o, I D
(208) 232-3296

Ads
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Monday-Friday 10-6
Saturday 10-6
Closed on Sunday
416 South 5th Ave
Pocatello, ID 83201

208-233-9650
budget@srv.net

For information on how you
can advertise with

Black Rock & Sage
in upcoming journals
contact

brs@isu.edu
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Ads

www.collegemarket.org

Ads
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El Herradero
Authentic Mexican Food

Mon. - Sat.
10:30 am - 9:00 pm
Closed Sunday

123 Jefferson Ave.
(208) 233-6747
Pocatello, ID
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Ads

Ads
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